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Pattern notes:
This pattern is worked in either continuous rounds (no joining) or rows. Please check the notes for each section.      
I recommend using a stitch marker to mark the first stitch of each round.
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please email laura.sutcliffe@hotmail.com and I will get back to 
you as soon as possible. You may sell items that you make from this pattern, but please do not share or distribute 
the pattern itself. Thank you.

You will need:
• A 4mm hook (used throughout the pattern)

• Approx. 30g / 45m of James C. Brett Chunky with 
Merino yarn – shade CM9 

• Approx. 1.5g / 2.25m of James C. Brett Chunky 
with Merino yarn – shade CM2

• Approx. 23g / 15.5m of James C. Brett Chinchilla 
yarn – shade CH05

• Approx. 11g of toy stuffing

• A small scrap of any white or cream yarn (this is 
used to add the highlight to the eye, which is an 
optional step)

• Other tools you will need are a large tapestry 
needle, some scissors and a stitch marker

Stitches & abbreviations used: 
(This pattern uses UK crochet terms)
Ch = chain stitch
St = stitch / stitches
Sl st = slip stitch
Dc = double crochet
Inc = increase (2 double crochet stitches worked into a 
single stitch) 
Dec = decrease (2 stitches combined into a single stitch)
Htr = half treble crochet
(dc, inc) around = a dc then an inc. Repeat this until 
the round is complete
[?] = total number of stitches you should have in the 
completed round (not including any chains)
BLO = back loops only
FO = finish off

Instructions:
Arms
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade CM9) and using 
a 4mm hook, make 2 pieces. Work in continuous rounds (no joining).
Round 1:  In shade CM9, ch 2, dc 4 into 2nd chain from hook. (You can 
use the magic ring method if you prefer.)  [4]
Rounds 2-5:  (4 rounds) Dc around.  [4]
Sl st into next stitch, FO and leave a tail of yarn for later assembly. The 
arms do not require any stuffing (see Photo 1). Completed arm

Legs
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade CM9) and using 
a 4mm hook, make 2 pieces. Work in continuous rounds (no joining).
Round 1:  In shade CM9, ch 2, dc 6 into 2nd chain from hook. (You can 
use the magic ring method if you prefer.)  [6]
Rounds 2-7:  (6 rounds) Dc around.  [6]
Sl st into next stitch, FO and leave a tail of yarn for later assembly. The 
legs do not require any stuffing (see Photo 2). Completed leg

Ears
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade CM9) and using a 4mm 
hook, make 2 pieces. This section is worked in rows.
Row 1:  In shade CM9, ch 9, starting in the 2nd st from your hook dc 8, turn.  [8]
Row 2:  Ch 1, skip the 1st st, dc 5, dec, turn.  [6]
Row 3:  Ch 1, skip the 1st st, dc 5, turn.  [5]
Row 4:  Ch 1, skip the 1st st, dc 4, turn.  [4]
Row 5:  Ch 1, skip the 1st st, dc 3.  [3]
FO and leave a tail of yarn for later assembly (see Photo 3). Completed ear
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Tail
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade 
CM9), using a 4mm hook, make 1 piece. Work in 
continuous rounds.
Round 1:  In shade CM9, ch 2, dc 6 into 2nd chain 
from hook. (You can use the magic ring method if you 
prefer.)  [6]
Round 2:  BLO (inc, dc) around.  [9]
Round 3:  (Inc, dc 2) around.  [12]
Round 4:  BLO dc around.  [12]
Round 5:  Dc around.  [12]
Round 6:  BLO dc around.  [12]
Round 7:  (Dec, dc 4) x 2.  [10]
Round 8:  BLO dc around.  [10]
Round 9:  (Dec, dc 3) x 2.  [8]
Round 10:  BLO (dec, dc 2) dc around.  [6]
Round 11:  Dc around.  [6]
Round 12:  BLO dc around.  [6]
Round 13:  Dc around.  [6]
Sl st into next stitch, FO and leave a tail of yarn for 
later assembly. The tail does not require any stuffing 
(see Photo 4).
It is now time to add the fur to your chinchilla’s tail...
Insert your hook through the first leftover front loop on 
the first round of your chinchilla’s tail as shown (see 
Photo 5). Draw up a loop of James C. Brett Chinchilla 
(shade CH05). Using the Chinchilla yarn, work a 
dc stitch into each leftover front loop working in a 
continuous spiral around and around the tail (see 
Photo 6).
Continue this process for the entire tail section. FO 
and, using a large tapestry needle, weave in the tails 
of Chinchilla yarn and knot them inside the tail (see 
Photo 7).

Insert your hook through the 
1st leftover loop of the first 

round of your tail
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Tail, after completing 
Round 13
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Work in a continuous spiral 
around and around the tail...
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Completed tail section        
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Eyes
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade 
CM2), using a 4mm hook, make 2 pieces. Worked in a 
single round.
Round 1:  In shade CM2, ch 2, dc 6 into 2nd chain 
from hook. (You can use the magic ring method if you 
prefer.)  [6]
FO leaving a long tail of yarn for later assembly (see 
Photo 8). If you have a scrap of white or cream yarn, 
embroider a small stitch onto the eye to form a 
highlight as shown. This is optional, but it makes a big 
difference on the finished item (see Photo 9).
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After completing Round 1, 
your chinchilla’s eye should 

look like this
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Completed eye with 
highlight
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Head
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade 
CM9), using a 4mm hook, make 1 piece. Work in 
continuous rounds.
Round 1:  In shade CM9, ch 2 , dc 6 into 2nd chain from 
hook. (You can use the magic ring method if you prefer.)  
[6]
Round 2:  BLO inc around.  [12]
Round 3:  * Dc 3, make 2 htr into each of the next 3 
stitches. Repeat from the * once more.  [18]
Round 4:  BLO dc 3, BLO htr 6, BLO dc 9.  [18]
Round 5:  Dc 3, htr 6, dc 3, (inc) x 6.  [24]
Round 6:  BLO dc 3, BLO htr 6, BLO dc 3, BLO (dec) x 6.  [18]
Round 7:  Dc 12, (dec) x 3.  [15]
Sl st into next stitch, FO leaving a tail of yarn for later 
assembly. Stuff the head firmly (see Photo 13).
Please note – the end of the head that has the FO point and tail of yarn will become the chin of your chinchilla.
Using the same method as previously, add fur to the head as shown (see Photo 14).

Body
Working in James C. Brett Chunky with Merino (shade CM9), using a 4mm hook, 
make 1 piece.Work in continuous rounds.
Round 1:  In shade CM9, ch 2 , dc 6 into 2nd chain from hook. (You can use the 
magic ring method if you prefer.)  [6]
Round 2:  BLO inc around.  [12]
Round 3:  (Inc, dc) around.  [18]
Round 4:  BLO (inc, dc 2) around.  [24]
Round 5:  (Inc, dc 3) around.  [30]
Round 6:  In this round, there are 2 options...

Option 1: BLO dc around (marking the 3rd and 4th stitches as you do so) and 
then sew the tail on in this position later.  [30]
Option 2: To attach the tail to the body as you work: BLO dc 2, * place your 
hook through both layers of the top of the tail and then into the BLO of the next 
stitch on the body and work a dc (see Photo 10). Repeat from the * once more, 
BLO dc the remaining 26 st on the body section.  [30]

Round 7:  Dc around.  [30]
Round 8:  BLO dc around.  [30]
Round 9:  Dc 12, (dec, dc) x 4, dc 6.  [26]
Round 10:  BLO dc around.  [26]
Round 11:  Dc around.  [26]
Round 12:  BLO dc 12, BLO (inc, dc) x 4, BLO dc 6.  [30]
Round 13:  Dc 12, (dec, dc) x 4, dc 6.  [26]
Round 14:  BLO (dec, dc 2) x 6, BLO dec.  [19]
Round 15:  Dc 8, (dec) x 5, dc.  [14]
Sl st into next stitch, FO and then tuck any remaining yarn inside the body as you 
add the stuffing. Stuff the body firmly (see Photo 11).
Using the same method as previously, it is now time to add the fur to your 
chinchilla’s body...
Insert your hook through the first leftover front loop on the first round of your 
chinchilla’s body. Draw up a loop of James C. Brett Chinchilla (shade CH05). 
Using the Chinchilla yarn, work a dc stitch into each leftover front loop working 
in a continuous spiral around and around the body. Continue this process for the 
entire body section (see Photo 12).

Attaching the tail as you 
work Round 6
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Completed Round 15
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Completed head section 
(viewed from above with 
the chin facing forwards)
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Completed head section with 
fur (viewed from the side with 

the chin facing left)
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Assembly

1. Firstly, find the position in which you intend to place 
the eyes but do not attach them yet! Keep the 
leftover tail of yarn facing towards you as shown, to 
ensure you have the head the right way around.
Before you attach the eyes, I recommend trimming 
the fur around the whole face area so that it is much 
shorter. Sew on the eyes (with the embroidered 
highlights positioned at the top as shown).
Before you weave in the black yarn, embroider two 
straight lines over the top of each eye in a triangle 
shape as shown. Then, weave in the ends.

2. The next step is to sculpt 
the face so that the eyes are 
indented slightly. 
To do this, thread a long piece 
of James C. Brett Chunky with 
Merino (shade CM9) onto a 
tapestry needle and bring it out 
through the face as close to the 
inside corner of one of the eyes 
as possible. Then, pass it back 
through the face (see Photo 17) so that it comes out close to the inside corner of the opposite eye. Again, 
insert the needle back through the face so that it comes out close to the inside corner of the opposite eye 
(see Photo 18). Pull the yarn slightly tighter as you work, so that the eyes are pulled together. You may need 
to repeat the process of passing the needle through the face a few more times. The face should now look 
something like this... (see Photo 19).

15 16
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3. Next, still using the 
same piece of James C. 
Brett Chunky with Merino 
(shade CM9), embroider 
the nose and mouth 
details ...
To do this, firstly 
embroider some 
horizontal lines for the 
nose and then go over 
these stitches with some 
vertical lines as shown.
Embroider a line down from the nose and then 
another horizontal line to form the mouth. 
Weave in any leftover yarn.

4. If you haven’t done so already, attach the tail 
in the position that you previously marked on the 
body. Using the remaining leftover strand of yarn on 
the head, attach the head to the body...
The head should be positioned with the chin sticking 
forward slightly and ensuring the tail is central at the 
back (see Photos 21 and 22).

21 22

5. Finally, attach the ears, arms and legs, positioning 
them as shown in Photos 23 and 24. Weave in all of 
the ends.

23 24
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Congratulations your chinchilla is now finished !
I hope you have enjoyed making it but if you have any questions or comments, 

please email me at laura.sutcliffe@hotmail.com.
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